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  NAPLAN-style Practice Test   Name: 

Read the Hydro Tasmania group Sustainability Code then respond to these questions by 
shading one square for each.

Reading

1. This text describes 
 the environmentally friendly values of Hydro Tasmania.
 the specialist skills of Hydro Tasmania’s customer service officers.
 the environmentally friendly practices of all Tasmanian business operators.
 the importance of increasing carbon dioxide emissions in Tasmania.

2. Which phrase expresses the idea that Hydro Tasmania makes the best use of its assets?
 “reward, recognise and value employee contribution”
 “minimise our impact on the environment”
 “complying with relevant legislation”
 “we manage our infrastructure and resources optimally”

3. The tone of this text is
 critical.
 reassuring.
 irresponsible.
 romantic.

4. What does the phrase ‘clean sources of energy’ mean?
 energy that has been sanitised
 new energy
 energy produced in other countries
 energy that is produced with minimal impact on the environment 

5. Which words demonstrate care for customers?
 ‘choice’ and ‘understanding’
 ‘comprehensive’ and ‘risk’
 ‘industrial’ and ‘business’
 ‘consulting’ and ‘specialising’
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6. What is the position of the person who endorses this corporation’s message in this text?
 Secretary
 Chief Executive Officer
 Human Resources Director
 Executive Producer

7. The phrase ‘a diverse and equitable workplace’ in the last paragraph is used to make which 
point?
 the fact that sustainability must come first.
 the fact that climate change must be addressed.
 the fact that Hydro Tasmania cares about fair treatment for all of its employees.
 the fact that this is a very old company.

8. Which of these was not something emphasised in the text?
 the monetary value of the company
 the company’s Code of Ethics
 sustainable business practices
 the company’s vision for the future

9. According to the text, what is Entura?
 a competing energy corporation
 a clothing manufacturer
 Hydro Tasmania’s consulting business
 a type of energy

10. One conclusion we can draw from the text is that
 Hydro Tasmania operates only in NSW.
 Hydro Tasmania conducts wilderness tours.
 Hydro Tasmania has no shareholders.
 Hydro Tasmania is a company guided by ethics.
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Language Conventions

Spelling

Each sentence has one word that is incorrect. Write the correct spelling in the space  
provided.

11. Hydroelectricity operations in Tasmania utalise the natural water cycle.

12. The inferstructure required to run a hydroelectric station is expensive.

13.  The company hopes to inspyre pride in its employees.  

14.  Hydro Tasmania complies with all relevant legaslation.

15. The company recognises the importance of dialogg with the community.      
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Vocabulary

Shade one box.

16. The word ‘vision’ used in a sub-heading of the text refers to
 
 the sense of sight  
 the company’s view of the future  
 the look of the company

17. The word ‘principles’ means

 leaders of schools  
 leaders of businesses 
 ethical values

18. The word ‘solution’ in the last line of the text means

 answer to a problem   
 result   
 solids dissolved in a liquid

Punctuation

19. Which punctuation mark is missing from this sentence? Shade one box.

“Hobart and launceston are cities located in Tasmania.”

   capital letter     comma 

20. Which punctuation mark is placed incorrectly in this sentence?

“Hydro Tasmania pride themselves on their sound investment decision’s.” 

   apostrophe     full stop
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Language usage

21. Which of the following correctly completes the sentence? Shade one box.

The company works with _____________ customers and the community to improve in all 
areas of business.
         
   its   it’s   its’

22. Which of the following correctly completes the sentence? Shade one box.

Hydro Tasmania believes that committing to sustainability today _____________ good  
business sense.

   making  makes   make

23. Which of the following correctly completes the sentence? Shade one box.

The Sustainability Code places ______________ of emphasis on environmental responsibility. 

   allot   a lot   alott

24. Which of the following correctly completes the sentence? Shade one box.

The community can expect their dealings with the company to be open and ___________.
     
   transparent  transparency  transpired
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25. The word ‘business’ in the phrase ‘serving industrial and business customers’ is used as -  

   an adjective  an adverb  a preposition

26. The word ‘partners’ can be used as both -

 an adjective and an adverb   
 a preposition and an adverb       
 a plural noun and a verb

27. The word ‘leverage’ is used in the ‘Economic’ section of this text as -

   a verb   a noun  a conjunction

28. The main pronoun used in the text to demonstrate an inclusive attitude is the word - 

   ‘I’    ‘we’   ’she’

29. The word ‘present’ in the phrase ‘present and future reliability’ is used as -

 a common noun
 an abstract noun
 a collective noun

30. Momentum Energy is the energy retailing arm of the Hydro Tasmania group. The word  
‘momentum’ has positive - 

 nominalisation 
 conversations 
 connotations
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